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Emerald ash borer: Homeowners dither while window for saving ash trees from
killer pest closes
A biological insecticide can save infected trees still relatively healthy. It’s expensive, but so is
removing a dead tree.
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An ash tree in East Lynn Park that's been infected by the emerald ash borer. The City of Toronto injected the tree
this week with TreeAzin, a biological insecticide, that will help it stay alive.
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In a city where some trees struggle to thrive, trapped between roads and office buildings, the ash
tree has done remarkably well.

“They’re not the most beautiful trees in the world,” said Kristjan Vitols, supervisor of forest
healthcare with the city’s urban forestry division, but they’re tough.

“It can withstand the abuse that urban conditions throw at it: drought and salt and all sorts of
other things,” Vitols said in an interview.

What Toronto’s 860,000 ash trees can’t handle is the emerald ash borer, or EAB, an Asian beetle
that gradually made its way up from Detroit, Mich., in 2002, leaving a trail of dead and dying ash
trees in its wake.

By time the city detected the beetle in 2007, it had already been infesting trees for more than three
years, and now arborists say it’s unlikely any remain untouched. Most will die by as early as 2017,
but a lucky few, if treated before the end of the summer, will survive.

On a sunny weekday afternoon, a half dozen ash trees in East Lynn Park near Danforth and
Woodbine Aves. are in the early stages of being saved.
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Automatic injectors that look like fat, white syringes have already been filled with TreeAzin, a
biological insecticide that disrupts the beetle’s life cycle.

Vitols watches as an employee at TruGreen, the company the city has contracted to treat the trees,
evenly spaces several injectors around the tree, drills small holes into the base and inserts the
injectors. Almost immediately the TreeAzin starts to deplete. That’s good, Vitols explains, because
it means the tree is healthy and the treatment is more likely to take. These particular trees suck up
all the TreeAzin in less than 10 minutes, but some trees can a few hours to do so.

As long as the East Lynn Park trees remain healthy, the city will inject them once every two years
indefinitely, or “as long as we want to keep the trees,” Vitols said.

Since 60 per cent of the city’s trees are privately owned, the decision to save most of Toronto’s
trees actually rests with property owners, many of whom don’t even know what an ash tree looks
like despite years of city-sponsored bus ads, public meetings, billboards and more.

Others are living in denial, according to Holly Pagnacco, a homeowner in the Guildwood area of
Toronto, which has been particularly hard hit by the borer because of the abundance of ash trees
in the area. There are five big, mature white ash trees on Pagnacco’s property. Looking out her
window, she said she counts nine at the house across the road alone.

The abundance of trees was one of the selling features for Pagnacco, who moved to the area with
her family four years ago. It was through free tree tours that she learned about the ash borer, and
last year she inoculated all the trees on her property. It cost her around $1,500.

Now, Pagnacco works with the Toronto non-profit LEAF (Local Enhancement and Appreciation of
Forests), going door-to-door raising awareness about EAB.

“A lot of people seem to be… assuming the city’s going to do something for them,” she said. “They
just seem to think, ‘It looks okay now and I won’t do anything,’ but once it gets through a certain
point, arborists are reluctant to treat.”

Pagnacco said the neighbour with nine trees isn’t treating them, and the difference between his
trees and her own is palpable: “They’re slowly dying.”

Some trees are already too far gone, but those that aren’t probably will be next year. This summer
is their last chance.

Vitols said the ash borer will probably be too far spread next summer to make TreeAzin
worthwhile. Soon it will simply be a question of when to take the tree down, and the longer people
wait the more expensive the bill will be.

Although the cost of managing ash trees varies depending on the contractor, Chris Timperon said
the bill can be as low as $250 for injecting or removing a small tree, or as high as several thousand
for removing a tree that’s been dead for a while or is situated in such a way that makes removal
difficult.
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Timperon, a certified arborist working at Bruce Tree Expert Company Ltd., said the company gets
about 50 calls a month (20 per cent of its overall calls) asking about ash trees.

If the tree is salvageable, he said, most people want to save it.

“I’m usually able to show them that this tree is worth saving,” Timperon said. “It adds value to the
property; it adds value to the overall atmosphere.”

Not everyone thinks the trees should be saved. James Steenberg, a PhD candidate at Ryerson
University who studies urban forestry, said TreeAzin buys time but isn’t sustainable. People are
better off to diversify city trees so they’re more resistant to invasions.

“It’s a harsh environment,” Steenberg said. “Accept that invasive species are the new normal and
accept that we’re probably going to live in a post-ash society.”
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